
The worst kind of problem
For some years now, I've had a bathroom sink that drained slowly.

It was my sink, and although it bothered my wife, she never was able to
persuade me to fix it. I just put up with it. It never overflowed, always emptied
eventually, and it never seemed to be worth the trouble to fix it up.

Last week, the sink stopped working completely. I stared at the standing water,
remembering all the times my wife had talked to me about it -- all those times
where the problem hadn't been bad enough for me to deal with it. Now, I had to
deal with it.

Thirty seconds later, the sink was fixed. I had fixed a problem that had persisted
for quite a while, with just a little bit of effort.

Believe it or not, my sink is a good example of the worst kind of problem -- the
problem that we learn to live with. We choose to live with those problems, even
though a little bit of effort would make the problems go away forever.

If you're like me, you've probably got a few things that you have learned to live
with. They have never risen in prominence to the point where we have to fix them
-- just to the point where they irritate us -- just a little.

These little problems are like the "little" balance on a credit card, which soon can
grow to a major problem. They sneak up on us when we're not looking, and
pretty soon, we're in trouble -- but we don't know it yet.

A famous story is told of a frog that was put into a shallow pan of cool water. The
heat was then applied to the water, just a little bit at a time. As the water got
warmer and warmer, the frog learned to adapt -- until it was too late, and the frog
turned into soup.

If the frog had hit a pan of hot water, it likely would have tried to get out -- but
because the trouble came on it a little at a time, it never acted, until it was too
late for any action.

Let's consider some obvious areas we're all familiar with. When you have a tire
blow out, it's a catastrophic failure, and you're going to get it fixed. Same when
it's flat in the morning when you're off to work. You have to get it fixed -- you have
no other choice. But when the tread is worn down to where the tire is unsafe to
use, it's something that has sneaked up on you when you weren't looking. It was
a little problem -- but now it has become a dangerous one.
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When you're a little overweight, it's just a little problem. But when you ignore it, it
becomes big trouble. (Trust me -- I know about this one).

World War II, for example, didn't just happen overnight. For years, the nations of
the world went along with Hitler's slow but certain movement -- until it was too
late. They had become the frog in the pan -- and were almost cooked.

The most dangerous problems are not the obvious ones -- they're the ones that
sneak up on you, bit by bit.

What can you do?

Look at your own life. Are there areas where you've been "coping" with a "little"
problem?

Make yourself a list of "little troubles" in your personality or your business life.
Make a point of fixing those little troubles, before they become big ones.
Periodically reevaluate how you're doing with the little problems. Are there any
that have raised themselves onto the radar screen? Are there weak spots in your
armor? Are there troubles which can be solved now, through just a little bit of
work, which might mean poverty or unemployment later on?

Leaders, take note: sometimes, there are little problems in your employees, that
if left unattended, can fester until they get to a stage where the only alternative is
termination. Take care of the little problems while they're still little. Fix the
troubles in your motivation strategy while something can still be done.

Fix the holes in your roof while the leak is still small -- not after when the roof has
rotted so much that you have to replace the whole thing.

Find the worst kind of problems in your own life -- and make them the best kind
of solutions to make your life better, stronger, and happier. Deal with the monster
while it's still small.

You wouldn't think the little problems were the worst ones -- but it's true. As a
Dickens character said in "David Copperfield," "it's as true as taxes is. And
nothing's truer than them."

Fix your little problems before they clog up your life. Fix them before they fix you.
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